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Brand: Schmidt
Mat.-Nr.: 1377347-3
Year of manufacture: 2023
Serialnumber: S3B14161
Running hours: 0 h
Mileage: 0 km
Condition: Class 5+
Location: Germany 

79837 St. Blasien

Price:

Used machines offer 

Schmidt | Stratos | B50-36 VESN 660R - Stratos 5m3 | RoRo | Belt

Offer number: UM3437096

Stratos spreaders are available in various sizes and are compatible with most tractors and 
carrier vehicles. The combinations of hopper, conveyor belt or auger system, pre-wet equip-
ment, various distribution systems, drive options, demount systems and control systems offer 
maximum flexibility. The intuitive operation and outstanding performance of the Stratos gua-
rantees an intelligent and efficient winter maintenance operation.

Gallery

Basic machine

945491 STRATOS B 50 (36) 5.0 m³ container made of stainless steel

Platform height fully loaded - 1420mm

Container assemblies

492275 Belt conveyor („B“)

311501 Protective grille 40x40 mm, stainless steel (for B40 - B60)

317817 Folding roof professional, stainless steel (for 40 - 60)

707146 Container in orange RAL2011 (series)

178825
Stairs made of stainless steel (standard for spreaders made of stainless 

steel)

889378 Contour marking according to UN ECE R48 guideline

Wet salt modules

753382 Wet salt system 2,400 liters (for 40 - 60)

Equipment
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171572
Wet salt system according to EN15597-1 2009 minimum level, maximum 

level and Scale for liquid level

912321 Wet salt coupling Storz 2“

388150 Float switch maximum level, 4-pole (part of EN set)

536469 Float switch minimum level (part of EN set)

726710 Brine sensor in line (optical and acoustic signal + pump shutdown)

Max volume wet - 2400l

Drive

632887 Drive via vehicle hydraulics („V“)

277835 Connections at the front of the device (for V-drive)

309483 Pressure accumulator in the hydraulic hose (for V-drive)

678326 Quantity recording for load sensing pump (for V)

627308 Biohydraulic oil, type PANOLIN (for V-drive)

619528 Hydraulic couplings leak-free ISO16028, P=Gr.2(M) R=Gr.3(M)

920050 Mini measuring connection on the valve block, without pressure gauge

Steering

657333 Combi control system Evolution Smart „ES“ with color touchscreen

673710
Combi “Percentage Control” Liquid is always a percentage of the total 

dosage

515636
RS232/plow signal/camera interface (with 19-pin EP/ES control panel 

cable)

230466 operating hours counter

271071
ThermoLogic - Dosage dependent on road temperature (for ES), at the 

rear of the device

479869 Wiring harness separation for control cable behind cab, truck version DE

763570 Control panel holder, universal version (for EC, EP and ES)

Direct plow signal - Yes

Distribution system

131866
Combi package with 660CS spreading plate, spreading 3-12m, spraying 
2-8m, hourly brine pump EN15597-2 certified (FS30) in conjunction with 

item no. 171572

143517 Optical spread control sensor (for EC, EP and ES)

877173 Spreading control using LED headlights 2 pieces red or white

Diffuse control via headlights - White

Storage and fastening parts

654770
RoRo parking system, 6 t. (Side access aids required). Rear support 

optimized for trailer operation. Settling possible with filled wet salt tanks 
and empty ones Container.

874670 Professional stop set (Meiller-Schmidt solution)

559774 Side ramp aid with rollers (4 pieces), for RoRo

459870
Tension chains, 4 pieces, 3000daN (corresponds to EN12195-3 and 

VDI2702, quality class 8 with certificate) Mandatory in Germany!

652924 Additional attachment points on the container

Special equipment

830120 LED rotating beacon, orange (2 pieces)

407687 Tail light

153795 Warning foil red and white, at the top of the container

781199 Marking „Winter Service“ (German)

756782 Splash guard 2,200 mm

214048 Additional manual (printed operating instructions and ET list on USB)

803162 Additional spare parts catalog in printed form

Customer special equipment

XPST4185-1
Provision of FS100 for spreading widths of 3 - 6m according to DIN EN 

15597/2 Type A scattering plate.

Other features

Mass full - 10259 kg.

Artur Maciejewski

Used Machines Sales Manager
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